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%e have developed a time-dependent, collisional-radiative model to calculate radiative power and

electron cooling rates for oxygen at intermediate densities (10' (n, & 10' cm ') where the usual co-

ronal approximation is not valid. Large differences from coronal values are predicted. The

behavior of the steady-state radiative-power-loss coefficient, L„is investigated as the electron densi-

ty is increased. Generalized power-loss coefficients applicable to transient plasmas are derived and

applied to ionizing and recombining oxygen plasmas. Time-dependent effects are found to play a

large role both in terms of the total radiated power and the net electron-energy-loss rate.

I. INTRODUCTION

Radiative power losses and associated electron cooling
rates from plasmas are important in many applications
and are central to recent work on the development of a
soft-x-ray laser based on fast radiative cooling of a con-
fined recombining plasma. A gain-length product of 6.5
on the C vi 182-A line was achieved at the Princeton Plas-
ma Physics Laboratory (PPPL) in a recombining magneti-
cally confined plasma column, with a 120% increase in
stimulated emission observed in initial experiments with a
soft-x-ray mirror having 12% reflectivity at 182 A. ' At
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, significant am-
plification was obtained at 206 and 209 A in neonlike
selenium with a gain-length product of 6—7. The ab-
sence of the J=O to J= 1 transition at 183 A, predicted
by a collisional excitation modeli to have the highest gain,
prompted Apruzese et al. to postulate a controversial al-
ternative explanation of the Livermore results based on
rapid radiative cooling in a recombining plasma. In an
experiment at the University of Rochester, gain was re-
ported on the CVI 182-A transition and interpreted in
terms of radiation cooling by selenium; this has been sup-
ported recently in more detailed modeling.

Calculations of radiated power in the coronal regime
are available 'o and have been widely applied to low-
density plasmas. A formal generalization of the theory to
include metastable levels has ban published by Summers
and Hooper. " Several studies of the radiated power from
low-density, transient, ionizing plasmas have also been re-
ported. ' ' At higher electron densities and lower elec-
tron temperatures the coronal approximation is no longer
valid and the ionization balance (fraction of ions in each
charge state) and radiative cooling coefficients (radiated
power per ion per electron) become density dependent and
differ from the coronal values. In a series of papers, Dus-
ton and Davis' ' have investigated the radiative power
coefficients for carbon, oxygen, and aluminum in high-
density steady-state plasrnas in both the optically thin and
thick cases. The transient behavior of the ionization bal-

ance can also play a significant role in modifying the radi-
ated power from its steady-state value.

This paper presents a calculation of the radiative cool-
ing properties of oxygen in equilibrium and transiently
ionizing and recombining plasmas for electron densities

up to X,=10 cm . Oxygen was chosen as it is used in
a soft-x-ray laser development experiment' as a medium
in which to generate a population inversion, as well as to
provide additional radiation cooling for carbon plasmas.
In addition, oxygen is present in most laboratory plasmas
as an impurity and its radiative-power-loss properties are
of general importance.

We have outlined the atomic model to be used in Sec.
II. The free electrons are assumed to be characterized by
a Maxwellian distribution with an electron temperature
T, . For generality, and since it is also difficult to gen-
erate significant xuv gain in optically thick media, we
treat the case of a plasma that is optically thin to its own
radiation. Se:tion III contains results for the steady-state
radiative-power-loss coefficients for oxygen in the low-,
intermediate-, and high-density regimes. In Sec. IV
power-loss coefficients appropriate for transient plasmas
are defined and calculated. Section V applies these coeffi-
cients to transiently ionizing and recombining plasmas
and examines the effects of high density and transient
behavior on the radiative power losses and electron cool-
ing.

II. ATOMIC MODEL

Our approach is to calculate the oxygen ionization bal-
ance using the collisional dielectronic recombination and
ionization coefficients of Summers' ' and then to deter-
mine the excited-state populations in each charge state
and thus the total radiated power. Summers has calculat-
ed ionization and recombination coefficients valid beyond
the coronal regime that explicitly take into account finite
density effects such as stepwise ionization processes and
collisional suppression of dielectronic recombination.
These rates are an extension of the standard collisional ra-
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diative coefficients first defined by Bates, Kingston, and
McWhirter. '9 We have utilized these rates to generate the
oxygen ionization balance in both the steady-state and
transient cases.

In the steady-state case the ionization balance is given
by the solution of the set of coupled equations

Here N, is the ground-state population of the ion of
charge z, and S, and a, are the collisional dielectronic
ionization and recombination rates for 0*+.

In the case of a transient plasma we have utilized the
above rates to generate the time-dependent ionization bal-
ance from the solution of the coupled set of rate equations

= —N, N, (S,+a, , )+N, +,N, a, +N, iN, S,

N=N, Q
' S+N, +ig ' R. (3)

Here R and S are column vectors which represent recom-
bination (both three-body and radiative) to each level and

excitation from the ground to each level, respectively. Q
is the matrix linking the excited levels through collisional
and radiative processes. Q k is the rate coefficient for
k-m transitions, and —Qkk is the total depopulation rate
of level k.

The processes of collisional excitation and deexcitation,
three-body recombination and collisional ionization, spon-
taneous radiative decay, and radiative recombination are
included in the rate equations for the excited-state popula-
tion model. Excited states with principal quantum num-
ber n & 10 are considered. Individual angular momentum
states through principal quantum number 4 are treated
separately for 0 +, 0 +, and 0 +. For 0 + and 0 +

both the singlet and triplet spin systems have been taken
into account. These systems are linked through collisions
between levels of the same principal quantum number.

For 0 +—0 + we have used a less detailed excited-state
structure and made the approximation of neglecting direct
contributions to excited-state populations due to recom-
bination. For these charge states we include all of the
strongly radiating, low-lying levels that dominate the
steady-state radiative po~er losses. This simpler model,
similar to that described by Suckewer, was adopted for
0 +—0 + because these charge states are peripheral to
our application, and their relatively complex structure
makes the development of a full model a lengthy affair.
In addition, based on a comparison of a similar model to
our full model for 0 +—0 + described below, we expect

(2)

Here N, is the electron density. Calculation of the
excited-state populations of a given charge state requires a
knowledge of its energy-level structure as well as rate
coefficients for all collisional and radiative processes con-
necting these levels. For given ground-level populations,
N, and N, +&, the solution for the excited-state popula-
tions, N, of the ion N, may be written in matrix notation
as

this less-detailed inodel to be valid for 0 +—0 + for the
cases of interest in this paper. More specifically, the
simpler model should be valid for most situations except
for cases of strong recombination of 0 +—0 +; we will

not deal with such situations in this work.
The atomic data used in the solution of the coupled rate

equations for the excited states of 0 +—0 + were drawn
from a variety of sources. Energy levels were taken froin
the work of Wiese ' and Bashkin and Stoner; oscillator
strengths were taken from the work of Kelly 3 and
%iese.2' For transitions not tabulated in the above
sources, a Bates-Daamgard calculation was used to gen-
erate the necessary data. The collisional dielectronic ioni-
zation and recombination rates used are those of Sum-
mers. ' For collisional ionization directly out of the
ground state, the rates of Bell are employed, while for
ionization out of excited states, the rates of Vriens and
Smeets are used. The sources used for dipole-allowed
electron collisional excitation rates, in order of charge
state, are, for 0+, Clark, Sampson, and Goett and
Sampson; for 0 +, Pradhan; for 0 +, Cochrane and
McWhirter;i and for 0 +, Itikawa. ' For collisional ex-
citation out of the ground state of the above ions into
high-lying levels with n & 3, the hydrogenic rates of Samp-
son were utilized when other data were not available.
The rate coefficient of Seaton was used for collisional
excitation between excited states not covered by the
sources above. For angular momentum quantum number
changing collisions with n &4 and bn=O, the results of
Pengelly and Seaton were adopted, Transitions with a
change of spin originating from the ground state and ter-
minating on levels with n &2 were included by using the
results of Itikawa ' and Pradhan. For transitions with a
change of spin between excited levels, only transitions in
which the principal quantum does not change are con-
sidered. For n & 3 the results of Sampson are adopted
and scaled by n for n & 3. Radiative recombination
rates were taken from Seaton. 6 Rate coefficients for the
inverse processes of collisional deexcitation and three-
body recombination were obtained from detailed balance
relations. Continuum radiation in the form of brems-
strahlung and radiative recombination was included, with
the Gaunt factors of Karzas and Latter being employed
for the former.

For 0'+—0 + the ionization and recombination rates
of Summers are used to calculate the ionization balance.
Here the formulation of Seaton for collisional excitation
out of the ground state was used, with Gaunt factors tak-
en from the work of Post et a/. For 0 + the results of
Eissner and Seaton were used for transitions between the
ground and metastable levels.

In steady state N, and N, +i are computed froin Eq. (1)
and the excited-state populations calculated from Eq. (3).
For the transient case, Eq. (3) assumes the excited levels
are in "quasi-steady-state" with the ion populations X,
and X,+&. For the nonequilibrium plasmas considered in
this paper, where T, and X, change on the time scales
slower than 10 sec, this assumption is valid for all ex-
cited levels except those that decay to the ground state
primarily by collisions or those that are metastable. Typi-
cal examples of levels exhibiting this behavior are the
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1s 2s2p 'I' and P levels in 0 +, the 1s 2p I' level in

0 +, and the 1s 2s Sand 1s 2p Plevels in 0 +.
The handling of the metastable levels (and the triplet

spin system in general) in Ov and Over is problematic,

primarily because these metastable levels are not included

in the calculations performed by Summers of the col-

lisional dielectronic ionization and recombination coeffi-
cients. Recently, " Summers has outlined a method for
the inclusion of these levels, although the correspondingly
modified ionization and recombination rates are not yet
available.

Our approach has been to treat the metastable contribu-
tion in the following way. We have included the triplet
series of both 0 + and 0 + in our detailed collisional-
radiative model. For a given total 0 + or 0 + population
obtained from the steady-state or transient ionization bal-
ance calculation, we have iterated the solution of the cou-
pled rate equations for the ground, metastable, and excited
states until the total density in these excited states as well
as the ground state equaled the total charge state density
received from the ionization balance calculation. This
method has the advantage of progressing smoothly from
the zero-density limit (where metastable populations are
negligible) to higher densities where metastable levels are
typically more populated than the true ground state. A
similar procedure was adopted for the 2p 'I' level of 0 +

and the 2p I' level of 0 +, since at high densities these
levels can have populations of the same order as the
ground or nearby metastable states. In Sec. IV, we esti-
mate the effect of including metastable levels by compar-
ing the transient power-loss coefficients for 0 + and 0 +

computed with and without the triplet spin system.
The model described above for 0 +—0 + was checked

by comparing our results for the radiated power per elec-
tron per ion L, in the low-density limit to the coronal
equilibrium results of Post et al. The agreement is good
(within a factor of 2—3) considering that both a different
atomic model and different excitation rates were em-

ployed. In Sec. IV a consistency test of our model with
the ionization and recombination rates of Summers is
described which serves as a further test of our assumed
atomic data and rate coefficient information.

III. STEADY-STATE RESULTS

Power loss from steady-state plasmas is normally
presented in terms of the quantity L„which is the radiat-
ed power per electron per ion. The total radiated power
per cm due to a density Xz. of oxygen atoms at a given
"1, and X, in steady state is

P„,=Xz.N, L,(N„1,) .

In the coronal limit the radiative-power-loss function L,
is independent of electron density, and primarily
represents the sum of excitation energies times the corre-
sponding collisional excitation rates out of each ground
state, weighted by the equilibrium ionization fraction of
that charge state.

Figure 1 shows the steady-state radiative-power-loss
coefficient L, at X, =10', 10', 10', and 10' cm
The coronal results of Post et ai. are also shown for com-
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FIG. 1. Steady-state radiative-power-loss coefficient for oxy-
gen as a function of electron temperature at several electron
densities. The results at N, =10' cm ' are in good agreement
with the average-ion coronal model of Post et al.

parison. The overall shape of the curve, with a peak due
to L-shell radiation at low temperatures and a second
peak due to K-shell radiation at high temperatures, is
preserved at high density. In fact, the K-shell peak is lit-
tle changed as the coronal approximation at high tem-
peratures is still relatively good for He-like and H-like ox-
ygen. Below 100 eV, however, significant differences
emerge. First„collisional deexcitation begins to compete
with radiative decay and reduces the power-loss coeffi-
cient from its coronal value. Another way to view this is
that in the collisional limit the ratio of excited- to
ground-state population depends only on the electron tem-
perature, so that the cooling rate per electron per ion de-
creases monotonically with increasing electron density.
The onset of collisional deexcitation also results in
changes in the composition of the total line radiated
power as the electron density is increased. This is demon-
strated in Fig. 2, which shows the fraction of line radia-
tion arising from b,n ) 1 transitions at N, =10' and 10'
cm . At N, =10' cm 3, 95%%uo of the radiation near
T, =20 eV arises due to An=0 transitions. At N, =10'
cm, however, An=0 contributions represent only 20%
of the line radiated power, since these transitions have
been quenched by collisional deexcitation.

The second high-density effect on the radiative-power-
loss function is the alteration of the steady-state ioniza-
tion balance. As the electron density is increased, the ion-
ization rate for a given charge state increases due to step-
wise effects, while the recombination rate generally de-
creases due to collisional interruption of dielectronic
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recombination. Both of these tend to increase the state o
ionization of the plasma. The combined effect of the
change in ionization balance and, more importantly, t e
onset of collisional deexcitation, is to reduce the
radiative-power-loss coefficient at a given temperature.
The steady-state results presented above include the e-
fects of metastable levels; the deviation from the curves
shown in Fig. 1 when spin systems terminating on meta-
stable levels are not considered is typically 30% and at
most a factor of 2.

Figures 3 and 4 shaw I., and the average charge Z
versus electron density N, for the two electron tempera-
tures corresponding to the K- and L-shell emission peaks
in the coronal I., curve. At 15 eV, L, decreases slowly
with density at first, due to the effe:t of the changing
steady-state ionization balance. Above N, =10'6 cm
collisional depopulation of the upper level of the strongly
radiating transitions in 0 —0 becomes comparab e3+ 5+ rable to
radiative decay, and the radiative-power-loss coefficient
drops nearly linearly with density. The behavior o I.,
with electron density can be approximated by the expres-
sion
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FIG. 3. Steady-state radiative-power-loss coefficient as a
function of electron density at electron temperatures of 15 and
200 eV.

Here I'~ is the radiated power, %,o, is the total oxygen
density, and C; is the steady-state fractional abundance o
charge state i S,J. is the . collisional excitation rate from
the ground state of charge state i to the jth excited level,
and hE,

&
and AJ; are the energy separation of levels i and

j and the radiative decay rate of the j-i transition, respec-
tively.

The open and solid circles in Figs. 3 and 4 are the re-
sults obtained from the full model. They exhibit small
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FIG. 4. Mean charge Z at electron temperatures of 15 and
200 eV plotted as a function of electron densiy; Z=1 refers to
Ol+
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variations from the sketched curves due to the fact that
the temperature of the peak K- and L-shell emission

shifts slightly due to changes in the ionization balance as
the density is increased.

An alternative way of examining the radiated power
coefficient for oxygen is in terms of the effective
b.E IkT„where b,E is the energy of a resonance transition
in a plasma ion. In a companion paper Skinner and
Keane have derived an analytic model that yields an esti-
mate of the optimum energy-level spacing (EElkT, )op)

that maximizes the radiative power loss at a given elec-
tron density and temperature.

At this point it should be emphasized that the steady-
state radiative-power-loss coefficient as defined here and

by other authors is an implicit function of the steady-state
ionization balance. In the next section we describe gen-
eralized power-loss coefficients, appropriate for both
steady-state and transient plasmas, that are ionization bal-
ance independent. In transient systems these generalized
coefficients may be used to calculate the instantaneous to-
tal radiated power and net electron-energy-loss rate, while
in the limit of steady-state ionization balance these coeffi-
cients yield the power-loss coefficient I,

IV. GENERAL CASE: IONIZING-RECOMBINING
PLASMAS

The energetics of ionizing and recombining plasmas are
of interest for a wide variety of plasmas, from the low-
density plasmas employed in magnetic fusion research to
the high-density laser-produced plasmas utilized in iner-
tial confinement and soft-x-ray laser experiments. In par-
ticular, for x-ray laser schemes based on recombination of
highly ionized ions, the total radiated power and net elec-
tron cooling rate are important, since these schemes rely
on a rapid decrease of the electron temperature in a dense
plasma to generate population inversion through fast
three-body recombination and cascading to lower levels.
Heat return to the electrons occurring during this process
is a concern here since it may limit the decrease in elec-
tron temperature and reduce the achievable population
inversion. Since the collisional-radiative recombination
rate scales approximately ' as T, ~ when three-body
recoinbination is dominant, attaining a low electron tem-
perature is crucial to the success of recombination laser
schemes.

In steady-state plasmas where the total radiated power
is dominated by line emission, the dominant effect of ra-
diation loss is to cool the electrons. In a transient plasma,
however, the radiated power reflects potential energy
changes due to ionization and recombination as well as
electron energy losses occurring through collisional excita-
tion. C,'During strong three-body recombination, potential
energy changes may also result in electron heating. ) The
instantaneous radiated power depends on the current elec-
tron temperature and ionization balance; these in turn de-
pend on the previous evolution of the electron tempera-
ture. For this reason, most calculations of radiation from
transient plasmas to date have been for a specific electron
temperature evolution, with limited applicability to ioniz-
ing and recombining plasmas in general.

In this section we define power-loss coefficients for
transient plasmas that do not depend on an assumed tem-

poral profile of the elytron temperature. These coeffi-
cients can be used to determine the total radiated power
(from both electron excitation and recombination contri-
butions) and net electron cooling in a transiently ionizing
or recombining plasma.

Consider two adjacent charge states of a given element,
of charge z and z+1 and ground-state density N, and
N, +i, respectively (see Fig. 5). We can write Eq. (3) for
the excited-state populations N;, of the ion of charge z in
the following form:

N';, = —NQ ' Si;,

Here N';, is the fractional population of the excited
states N;, arising from excitation of the ground state N,
(=Ni, ) while N,", is the fraction arising from recom-
bination of the iona N, +i to N, . (See Fig. 5.) In the
steady-state situation, for transitions of importance to the
total radiated power, it is generally the case that
N), -N,'g.

With the excited-state populations calculated as above
we then define radiative power coefficients P for each
charge state as follows:

SCHEME FOR TRANSIENT MODEL

z+ i, g NXXXXXXXXXXXXxx~

I

Nz, i

zig

Nz-i, i

z-i, g

FIG. 5. Simplified energy-level diagram illustrating K and P
coefficients defined in text. The arrows represent radiative and
collisional processes generally.
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kmax t —1

P;= g g (N,',~„SE,, )gN, N„
i =2 j=1
kmax s —1

P,"= g g [N;", iAJ, &I'.,J. +N, N,fg(T, )
i=2j=1

+ NzN, f~(T, )]/N, Nz .

In the above equations k is the total number of excited
levels considered for the ion N„AJ, is the radiative decay
rate between levels i and j, and &k&& is the energy differ-
ence between levels i and j. P,' and P," represent the radi-
ated power per electron per ground ion N, arising from
collisional excitation of N, and recombination of the ion
N, to N, „respectively. Note that P," refers to line radi-
ation in the ion of charge z —1 due to the recombination
of ion z. Radiative recombination continua [fc(T,)] and
bremsstrahlung [fq(T, )] are included in P,".

The net electron cooling or heating rate is also of in-
terest, particularly for recombination x-ray laser studies.
We define the electron cooling coefficients K,' and K," as
follows, with N~, i calculated as in Eq. (3}:

max max

g (N,',S,, N,',S,, )N-, aE,,
i =1 j=i+1

kmax

+ g (N/ gS;N, Ng~, N,—P;)X; N, N, ,

E,' = lim
N +I~0

E,"= lim
Ni i 0

'k -1 k

(N ', iS,J N/'g iSp)N—,h&,
q

i =1 j =i+1
kmax

+ g (N)"g iN, Si NgN~p;)gi— Nes.
i=2

(12)

Here S; and p; are the collisional ionization rate from lev-
el i and three-body recombination rate to level i, respec-
tively, and X; is the ionization potential of level i K, and.
K," represent the net electron cooling or heating arising
from collisional excitation and ionization of N, and
recombination of N, to N, i, respectively. The K," term
is small in the steady-state case; however, in recombining
high-density plasmas, the net electron heating due to
three-body recombination as represented by E," can be-
come large. The K and P coefficients defined here are
similar in spirit to the Po and P i coefficients of
Mc%hirter and Hearn, although in this work the dis-
tinction between radiated power and electron cooling was
not discussed.

The E and P coefficients for 0 +—0 + for %,=10',
10'6, and 1018 cm-3 are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The
recombination coefficients for 0 + recombining to 0 +
are also shown for N, =100 cm . Each set of curves
represents the excitation and recombination components
of radiated power and electron cooling arising from the
indicated ground state. The absolute value of the electron
heating term E," is plotted since the scale is logarithmic
(as defined K," is negative). There are four coefficients

z
P...=N, g (N;P +N;+,P;"+, ),

i=0
Z

K„,=N, g (N(K/ +N;+iK/"+i) .
i=0

(13)

(14)

Here N~ and N, + i are the ground-state populations of the
ions of charge i and i+1. Thus, for an arbitrary tem-
poral profile of T, and ionization balance, calculation of
the above sums gives the total radiated power and electron
cooling. The detailed atomic physics involving level
structure and rate coefficients is incorporated into the K
and P coefficients.

The K and P coefficients are independent of the ioniza-
tion balance. In fact, the steady-state radiative-power-loss
coefficient I., can be written as a linear sum of the P

for 0 +, 0 +, 0 + and 0 +; for 0 + (bare nucleus) there
is obviously no excitation-ionization contribution, and for
0 + only the P& and E4 curves are shown, as the detailed
model for 0 + required to compute the recombination
curves P4' and E4' was not constructed.

A number of points may be made from these plots. As
the electron density is increased, the K' and P' coeffi-
cients decrease due to the increasing importance of col-
lisional deexcitation, which results in both a decrease in
the radiated power and electron-energy-loss rate per elec-
tron per ion. At low temperatures, the recombination
contributions as represented by E" and P" become larger
than the excitation-ionization contributions. At lower
densities the potential energy lost during recombination is
emitted predominantly as photons; as the density is in-
creased, however, electron heatin~ becomes significant.
As an example, at N, =10' cm and for temperatures
near 10 eV, each recombination of 0 + to 0 + results in
roughly equal amounts of radiated power and electron
heating. The temperature T,' at which the K' and K"
curves cross (for a given electron density and ground
state) is the point at which electron cooling due to col-
lisional excitation and ionization equals the electron heat-
ing due to three-body recombination processes, resulting
in no net electron energy loss or gain. For T, p T,', col-
lisional excitation and ionization processes result in net
electron cooling; for T, & T,', the electrons are heated in
the recombination of N, to N,

These coefficients have the practical significance that it
is possible to obtain the instantaneous radiated power and
net electron cooling for an ionizing or recombining plas-
ma from the electron temperature, density, and ground-
state populations alone. The ground-state populations
may be obtained by straightforward integration of Eqs.
(2). This is a considerable simplification from a time-
dependent calculation of the radiated power for a particu-
lar electron temperature evolution, and as such these coef-
ficients are suitable for use in hydrodynamic codes to
model atomic physics effects on the evolution of the elec-
tron temperature.

More specifically, for an element of atomic number Z
present in a plasma with electron density N, and electron
temperature T, in an arbitrary (ixluilibrium or nonequili-
brium} state of ionization, the total instantaneous radiated
power and electron cooling rates are
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Z
Lg Q(C;P +C;+iP;—"—+i) . (15)

coefficients, weighted by the fractional abundances of each
charge state:

tion contributions and bremsstrahlung, is generally small.
It can also be shown form energy conservation that the E
and P coefficients are related to the collisional dielectron-
ic ionization and recombination coefficients Sc~ and acR
as follows:

Here C; is the steady-state fractional abundance of charge
state i The quan. tities C;, P;, and I., are functions of X,
and T, . In the low-density limit they are functions of T,
only, and the second term, which represents recombina-

K,' =SCRX, +P,',
—Il,"=aCgg, )

—P," . (17)

Here g, is the ionization potential of the ion of charge z.
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FIG. 7. Transient electron cooling and radiation loss coefficients K„P, for 0 +, 0 +, and 0 + as defined in text. The dashed

curves for 0 + at %,=10' cm are from a calculation which did not take account of the metastable triplet levels in 0 +. The case

for 08+ at N, = 10' cm —3 (chain dashed) is included with Os+ at &e = 10'8 cm (dashed).

In the case of the excitation-ionization coefficients P, and
E,', the electron energy goes into direct ionization or col-
lisional excitation followed by radiation or stepwise ioni-
zation. In Figs. 6 and 7 the difference between the P,' and
j", curves represents the electron energy going into col-
lisional ionization. Note that X,'-P,', for electron tem-
peratures where, in steady state, charge state z is most
abundant. As T, increases, the K,' and P,' coefficients in-
crease. This demonstrates that in a transient, ionizing

plasma power losses at a given T, are generally consider-
ably greater than in the steady-state case. In the case of
the recombination coefficients P," and K,", Figs. 6 and 7
show that the ion potential energy is lost by photon emis-

sion and electron heating. The sum of the —K," and P,"
curves represents the ion potential energy loss due to
recombination of charge state z to z —l.

%'e have investigated the effect of the inclusion of
metastable levels in the calculation of the E and P coeffi-
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cients. Figure 6 shows the E and P coefficients calculat-
ed for recombination of 0 + and excitation of O + with

and without the triplet spin system of 0 +. Note the sig-
nificant effect of the triplet spin system on the K7' and P7'

coefficients. This is primarily due to the 2s S—2p P
channel being available for electron excitation when the
triplet system is included. The effect of the triplet spin
system on the K'7 and P7 coefficients is smaller, since, in
general, excitation from the ground to the 2p 'P level is
dominant over excitation to the 2s S and 2p P levels.
Similar effects are observed for Ov, although the differ-
ences between the singlet alone and singlet-triplet cases
are not so large. Another effect of the triplet spin system
is also apparent in Fig. 5; for 0 + at N, =10' and 10'
cm, the K5' curve is actually positive and represents
electron cooling due to excitation of the 2s2p P~2p P
and 2s 2p P~2s 3d D transitions. This demonstrates the
importance of including the triplet spin system in
radiative-power-loss calculations in dense transient plas-
mas, particularly in the recombining case.

Finally, a check of the atomic model can be performed
using the K and P coefficients. This check involves com-
paring our results for the K and P coefficients to the ioni-
zation and recombination coefficients of Summers
through Eqs. (16) and (17). Note that these equations can
be rewritten as

(18)

(19)

By comparing the right-hand side of each of these equa-
tions (calculated for 0 +—0 +) to Summer's tabulated
rates ncR and SCR, a consistency check of our excited-
state model can be performed. The K and P coefficients
relevant to H-like oxygen (K7 P7 K's Ps ) sllow good
agreement with Summer's rates, with the right-hand sides
of (18) and (19) differing by at most 40% from the left-
hand sides. For OV—0vII the agreement is within 30%
for the K' and P' coefficients and a factor of 2.5 for the
K" and P" coefficients when only the singlet spin system
is considered for OV and OVID. Inclusion of the triplet
spin system in P&',K'5', and P7', K7' results in a difference
of up to a factor of 4 between the two sides of (19), al-

though in this case the corpparison is not strictly valid,
since Summer's rates do not include the effects of the trip-
let spin system. This comparison as well as the results
discussed in the previous paragraph indicate that a signifi-
cant advance would be realized if separate collisional-
radiative dielectronic ionization and recombination coeffi-
cients for the singlet and triplet spin systems of 0 + and
0 + were available. "

-5
I I I I III I I I I I I I I I I III

IO

10 3 8,Ne=IO cm»
lo

IO
I

—l0
I

18 -3
Ne= l0 ce

The case of an ionizing coronal plasma has been ad-
dressed by Carolan' who treated a step-function electron
temperature rise and parametrized the cooling rate in
terms of E,7ss where 7.ss is the steady-state time, i.e., the
time required for both the mean ionic charge and the
cooling rate to reach 99% of the coronal equilibrium
value. In the coronal limit the quantities I., and N, ~ss
are functions of temperature only; in the collisional-
radiative regime this is no longer true. Figure 8 shows a
plot of the oxygen steady-state time 7ss versus electron

temperature for N, =10' and 10' cm . The peaks
characterize the longer times required to ionize closed-
shell configurations. The time required to reach equilibri-
um is governed by both the ionization and recombination
rates. For T, &20 eV the major change at high densities
is the increase in the collisional-radiative ionization coeffi-
c2ent due to stepwise processes, and as a result N, ass is
shorter at N, =10' cm than at N, =10' cm . For
T, ~20 eV the reverse is true; the collisional interruption
of dielectronic recombination results in a reduction in the
recombination rate that outweighs the increased ioniza-
tion rate, and hence there is a slower approach to equili-
brium.

The effect on the radiated power is shown in Fig. 9,
which shows the radiated-power-loss function I., at
several times for N, =10' and 10' cm . The increase
in radiated power in an ionizing plasma compared to an
equilibrium plasma at the same temperature depends on
the electron density and also, as in the coronal case, ' is a
strong function of whether the equilibrium charge state is
of closed- or open-shell configuration. For example, in
the broad region around 100 eV where He-like 0 + is
dominant, the ionization rate from 0 + to 0 + is relative-
ly high and thus equilibrium values of Z and l., are
gained more rapidly, particularly at high densities.

V. APPLICATION TO TRANSIENT PLASMAS

In this section we apply the previous results to two situ-
ations. One case is a step-function rise of electron tem-
perature T, with time, such as may be experienced by a
cold impurity ion entering a dense plasma; and the second
is a specific electron temperature time evolution relevant
to the laser-produced plasmas used in soft-x-ray laser ex-
periments.

lo' I I I I IIII I

lo l00
ELECTRON TEMPERATURE (eVI

I I I I III
I

l000

FIG. 8. Time required for both the radiation loss coefficient
I, and mean charge Z to be within 1% of their steady-state
values for N, =10' cm ', solid curve, time scale on left; and
N, = 10' cm, dashed curve, time scale on right.
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elements to the plasma. The impurity elements chosen
should have an ion abundance and energy-level structure
as close as possible to the optimum for most effective ra-
diation cooling of the electrons. A simple model to
evaluate different coolant ions for the maximum cooling
at a given electron density and temperature will be report-
ed separately. For the transient case shown here the elec-
tron cooling power has dropped at t=130 ns since the
average bE/kT, is about 20 due to the preponderance of
He-like 0 + in the plasma. The predicted optimum
AE/kT is about 1.5 for these conditions.

The general picture that arises in Figs. 10 and 11 is of
radiation and electron cooling enhanced over the steady-
state values during the ionization phase. During the
recombination phase the radiation again exceeds its
steady-state value, but the electron cooling rate is reduced.
In a more complete simulation one would compute the
electron temperature evolution self-consistently with the
input energy source (laser heating, for example), the evolu-
tion of the ionization balance, and also any hydrodynamic
motion. Such self-consistent calculations of the electron
temperature evolution utilizing the K and P coefficients
are underway and will be discussed in future work. This
example, however, demonstrates the utility of the K and P
coefficients in elucidating the kinetics in transient plas-
mas.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have calculated radiative-power-loss and electron
cooling coefficients for oxygen in plasmas without invok-
ing an assumption of coronal equilibrium. The discussion
has primarily focused on the effects of increasing electron
density and nonequilibrium ionization balance, which are
the two factors that lead to the greatest departure from
the coronal equilibrium power-loss rates. The results are
thus applicable to the dense (X,—10' —10 cm ) tran-
sient plasrnas typically produced in Z-pinch and 1aser-
produced plasma experiments.

The results may be grouped into two classes, depending
on whether the oxygen ionization balance has reached its
steady-state distribution for the local value of electron
temperature and density. In the case of steady-state ioni-
zation balance, the radiative-power-loss coefficient was
found to be reduced from the coronal value as the electron
density is increased due to the onset of collisional deexci-
tation, as well as shifts in the equihbrium ionization bal-
ance. At high density An =0 transitions are not primarily
responsible for the radiated power loss for temperatures
below 50 eV, unlike the coronal case. This is the reason
the radiation peak at 20 eV becomes smaljer than the peak
at 200 eV as the electron density is increased.

In the case of nonequilibrium ionization balance, gen-
eralized power-loss coefficients EC and P were derived and
discussed in detail. These coefficients are motivated by
the fact that in transient plasmas, in contrast to equilibri-
um plasmas, the net electron-energy-loss rate may differ
greatly from the radiated power rate. These coefficients
are independent of the temporal evolution of the electron

temperature and are suitable for use in modeling atomic
physics effects on the electron temperature in dense tran-
sient plasmas. They enable the radiated power and net
electron cooling rate to be calculated self-consistently with
the instantaneous local ionization balance, electron tem-
perature, and electron density. In addition, these coeffi-
cients determine the temperature T,' for a given charge
state in strongly recombining dense plasmas at which elec-
tron energy loss through collisional excitation and ioniza-
tion is balanced by electron heating occurring due to
three-body recombination. Finally, the results for the
recombination contributions E" and P" were found to be
quite sensitive to the inclusion of the triplet spin system
(for 0 + and 06+ ) indicating the need for inclusion of the
triplet spin system in detailed calculations of radiated
power.

The use of the E and P coefficients was demonstrated
in two ways. First, the radiative loss properties and
equilibration times for neutral oxygen exposed to a step-
function increase in electron temperature were examined.
The normalized time N, ass at N, =10' cm was found
to decrease from its value at X,= 10' cm for T, &20
eV due to the increase in the collisional-radiative ioniza-
tion coefficient with density. For T, &20 eV a decrease
in the collisional radiative recombination coefficient with
density led to an increase in N, ass for X, =10' cm
Similar behavior was noted for the quantity
L,(ionizing)/L, (steady state).

Secondly, an electron temperature profile derived from
a separate simulation program was used to study the radi-
ative cooling properties of oxygen in a transiently ionizing
and recombining high-density plasma. During the ioniza-
tion phase both the electron-energy-loss rate and the total
radiation are increased over their steady-state values.
During strong recombination, the radiated power still
exceeds the corresponding steady-state value, but the elec-
tron cooling power is significantly less due to both the
electron temperature lagging behind the ionization balance
as well as electron heating during three-body recombina-
tion.

In future work we plan to extend this study to other ele-
ments and to examine the feasibility of utilizing radiation
losses from high-Z ions as an effective electron coolant in
dense transient plasmas. The methods described here
have been used to model the evolution of the electron tem-
perature in a carbon plasma seeded with aluminum, and
these results will be reported in the near future. The for-
malism outlined in this paper should provide a framework
for systematically examining the power-loss properties of
a variety of elements suitable for electron cooling in
recombination soft-x-ray laser experiments.
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